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Defendant Marker Volkl USA, Inc. (“Marker”) submits this Responsive Claim 

Construction Brief to address disputes with Plaintiff KneeBinding, Inc. (“KneeBinding”) 

concerning the meaning of several terms in claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 8,955,867 (the “’867 

patent”). 

I. Introduction 

KneeBinding’s Opening Claim Construction Brief (D.I. 45) makes a number of 

concessions that are helpful in construing the disputed claim language.  First, KneeBinding 

argues for the construction of terms used in the preamble of claim 1 (“vector decoupling 

assembly for separating and isolating two or more force vectors,” “safety binding,” and 

“securing a heel portion of a ski boot to a ski”).  Having acknowledged that these terms in the 

preamble must be construed, KneeBinding necessarily agrees that the preamble is a limitation of 

the claim. 

Second, KneeBinding proposes that the claim term “lateral release assembly for applying 

lateral securing pressure to the ski boot” be construed as “an assembly that applies pressure to 

resist the ski boot heel from moving laterally.”  D.I. 45, at 17.  By omitting the words “lateral 

release” from its proposed construction, KneeBinding acknowledges that the phrase “lateral 

release assembly” does not recite sufficiently definite structure, and that the claim term is a 

means-plus-function term that must be construed by reference to the recited function.  But the 

specification does not disclose any structure corresponding to the recited function—“applying 

lateral securing pressure to the ski boot”—and KneeBinding identifies no such structure in its 

brief.  This renders the claim language indefinite. 

KneeBinding proposes to construe the term “linkage element” as “an element that allows 

free-coupling between the upper heel assembly and the lower heel assembly.”  D.I. 45, at 17.  In 

asserting this position, KneeBinding cites to portions of the patent specification that are entirely 
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 2 

inapposite.  Furthermore, the term “free-coupling” is unexplained and undefined.  KneeBinding 

has done nothing in its brief to save the claim term “linkage element” from irredeemable 

indefiniteness. 

KneeBinding asserts that the remaining claim terms have plain meaning, but then it 

replaces the supposedly plain claim language with vague wording that broadens the scope of the 

claim.  For example: 

 “Force vectors” replaced with “forces”; 
 

 “Securing” replaced with “holding”; and 
 

 “Assembly” replaced with “portion.” 
 
In sum, KneeBinding’s arguments are unpersuasive, and its proposed constructions are 

not faithful to the claim language, the patent specification, and the prosecution history.  

Accordingly, Marker respectfully requests that the Court reject KneeBinding’s positions and 

adopt Marker’s claim construction positions. 

II. Background 

A. ’867 Patent Ski Binding 

KneeBinding asserts that “[t]he '867 Patent relates to ski bindings and particularly ski 

bindings where the heel unit of the ski binding retains and releases a ski boot in both an upward, 

vertical direction and a lateral, horizontal direction.”  D.I. 45, at 5 (citing ’867 patent, Abstract, 

3:45–52).  As discussed further below, however, this statement contradicts a number of 

KneeBinding’s proposed claim constructions, such as its proposed definition for “vector 

decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more force vectors” (where 

KneeBinding attempts to broaden the claim as related to “multiple forces” rather than just 

vertical and lateral force vectors) and “safety binding” (where KneeBinding attempts to broaden 

the claim to release under “certain conditions” that remain undefined).  Furthermore, the ’867 
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patent does not discuss retention of the ski boot, but rather focuses particularly on what it calls a 

“vector decoupling assembly,” which serves to “separat[e] and isolat[e]” lateral force vectors and 

vertical force vectors applied to the ski binding in order to release the ski boot from the ski.”  

D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, 11:33–12:8.  This separation and isolation of different force vectors 

purportedly makes the ski binding safer for the skier.  See id. at 2:49–3:6.   

B. Typical Ski Bindings 

Marker does not disagree that “ski bindings are designed to secure a ski boot to a ski for 

skiing and release the ski boot from the ski when forces on the binding are great enough.”  D.I. 

45, at 5.  However, Marker does not agree that all common ski bindings have only lateral release 

at the toe and only vertical release at the heel.  In fact, the ’867 patent acknowledges that there 

are heel binding units that release both laterally and vertically.  See D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, 2:5–6.  

Whether or not these were desirable or undesirable at the time of the filing of the ’867 patent is 

something that would require expert testimony, which KneeBinding does not provide. 

C. The Kingpin Ski Binding 

Marker disagrees with KneeBinding’s characterization of Marker’s Kingpin ski binding.  

In particular, Marker disagrees with KneeBinding’s characterizations regarding the role of the 

post in the Kingpin ski binding.  This is just one of several non-infringement issues to be 

addressed in this action. 

D. The Person of Skill in the Art (“POSITA”) 

KneeBinding asserts that a POSITA for this case “has at least five years of ski binding 

design experience.”   

Marker proposes a more detailed definition of a POSITA.  More specifically, Marker 

submits that a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing of the ’867 patent would 

be an individual with a Bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering or related technology and 3 
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to 5 years of experience in either the design, fabrication, or manufacture of ski bindings and 

related equipment, research concerning ski bindings and related equipment, or the development 

of standards concerning ski bindings or related equipment, in addition to ten years or more of 

personal experience using ski bindings. 

III. Argument 

A. KneeBinding Provides No Support for Its Proposed “Plain and Ordinary 
Meanings” 

“It is a ‘bedrock principle’ of patent law that ‘the claims of a patent define the invention 

to which the patentee is entitled the right to exclude.’” Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water 

Filtration Sys., Inc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1115 (Fed. Cir. 2004); see also Vitronics Corp. v. 

Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576,1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (“we look to the words of the claims 

themselves . . . to define the scope of the patented invention”); Markman v. Westview 

Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1995 (en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996).  Courts 

must interpret claims based on “how a person of ordinary skill in the art understands a claim 

term” in the context of a patent.  Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2005).  

A POSITA “is deemed to read the words used in the patent documents with an understanding of 

their meaning in the field, and to have knowledge of any special meaning and usage in the field.”  

Multiform Desiccants, Inc. v. Medzam, Ltd., 133 F.3d 1473, 1477 (Fed. Cir. 1998).  The 

“ordinary” meaning of a term is, therefore, based on a POSITA’s review of the intrinsic and 

extrinsic evidence.  The Court must consider “the same resources as would that person, viz., the 

patent specification and the prosecution history” and pertinent extrinsic evidence.  Phillips 415 

F.3d at 1312.  Merely stating that a term should be given its “plain and ordinary meaning,” 

without more, is not enough. 
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In its Opening Claim Construction Brief, KneeBinding relies almost exclusively on the 

purported “plain and ordinary meaning” for all of the disputed terms except “linkage element” 

and “fixedly attached.”  But while KneeBinding argues that the meaning of these terms is plain, 

it proposes constructions containing vague, unenlightening language such as, for example, 

“multiple forces,” “certain conditions,” and “free-coupling.”   

None of the language in the disputed claim terms or in KneeBinding’s proposed 

constructions are terms of art in the ski binding industry.  Yet KneeBinding provides no evidence 

as to what a POSITA would consider the “plain and ordinary meaning” for those terms.  In fact, 

KneeBinding fails to cite to any piece of evidence, intrinsic or extrinsic, for 6 of the 7 terms in 

claim 1 of the ’867 patent for which it asserts “plain and ordinary meaning” applies, including 

“vector decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more force vectors,” “securing a 

heel portion of a ski boot to a ski,” “lower heel assembly,” “upper heel assembly,” “fixedly 

attached,” and “wherein the linkage element, a first surface and a second surface cooperate to 

limit motion of the lateral release assembly to within a predetermined region within a plane 

defined by the longitudinal and horizontal axes of the ski.”  For the term “safety binding,” 

KneeBinding merely provides evidence that there are international safety standards for ski 

bindings, but not that the industry recognizes the term “safety binding” as a term of art.   

Instead, KneeBinding makes conclusory statements that the terms are “not subject to 

different interpretations or ambiguities” or merely that a POSITA would understand or know the 

definition of a given term.  See D.I. 45, at 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20.  And yet, the parties are 

engaged in extensive briefing on claim construction because of the lack of information provided 

by the patentee in the specification or prosecution history for many of these terms.  The Court 

should reject KneeBinding’s “plain and ordinary meanings” and adopt Marker’s constructions, 
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 6 

which are grounded in the specification and prosecution history of the ’867 patent as described in 

Marker’s Opening Claim Construction Brief (D.I. 46) and further below. 

B. The Preamble of Claim 1 of the ’867 Patent is Limiting 

In its Infringement Contentions, served in September 2016 before the parties began the 

claim construction process, KneeBinding specifically alleged that Marker’s accused Kingpin 

binding met the requirements of the preamble of claim 1.  Exhibit 1, Plaintiff KneeBinding Inc.’s 

Infringement Contentions, at 2.  Similarly, in its Opening Claim Construction Brief, 

KneeBinding argues the construction of three separate terms used in the preamble of claim 1 

(“vector decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more force vectors,” “safety 

binding” and “securing a heel portion of a ski boot to a ski”).  D.I. 45, at 12–15.  Having alleged 

that the accused device meets the requirements of the preamble and having acknowledged that 

these terms in the preamble must be construed, KneeBinding necessarily agrees that the 

preamble is a limitation of the claim. 

This is entirely consistent with the law on this subject.  The preamble of a claim limits the 

claimed invention “if it recites essential structure or steps, or if it is ‘necessary to give life, 

meaning, and vitality’ to the claim.”  Catalina Mtkg. Int’l., Inc. v. Coolsavings.com Inc., 289 

F.3d 801, 808 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (citations omitted).  In this instance, the preamble certainly recites 

essential structure and steps, and is necessary to give life, meaning, and vitality to the claim.  See 

Pac-Tec Inc. v. Amerace Corp., 903 F.2d 796, 801 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (determining that preamble 

language that constitutes a structural limitation is actually part of the claimed invention).  “A 

vector decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more force vectors” is the very 

heart of the claimed invention.  KneeBinding admits as much in its Opening Claim Construction 

Brief, under the heading “KneeBinding’s Patented Heel Unit”: 
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KneeBinding was founded upon the invention of a heel unit that 
separates the forces affecting the vertical retention/release 
assembly from the lateral retention/release assembly.  The two 
retention/release mechanisms in KneeBinding’s '867 Patent are 
separated and isolated from each other such that the forces acting 
on the vertical retention/release assembly do not influence or 
conflict with the forces acting on the lateral retention/release 
assembly. 

D.I. 45, at 6 (citations omitted).  This core idea of a vector decoupling assembly that separates 

and isolates lateral and vertical force vectors is emphasized throughout the patent specification, 

for example in the Abstract, and in the Summary of the Invention.  See, e.g., D.I. 46-1, ’867 

patent, Abstract; 3:7–23, 45–52; 4:47–56; 5:4–9; 8:11–27; 9:33–10:57.  Furthermore, the 

preamble provides important antecedent basis for terms that are used throughout the claim, 

namely “a ski” and “a ski boot.”  See, e.g., Pacing Techs., LLC v. Garmin Int’l, Inc., 778 F.3d 

1021, 1024 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“[w]hen limitations in the body of the claim rely upon and derive 

antecedent basis from the preamble, then the preamble may act as a necessary component of the 

claimed invention.”) (quoting Eaton Corp. v. Rockwell Int’l Corp., 323 F.3d 1332, 1339 (Fed. 

Cir. 2003)).  

All told, there can be no question that the preamble of claim 1 is limiting. 

C. KneeBinding Attempts to Re-Write and Broaden the Claims of the ’867 
Patent Through Claim Construction in this Litigation 

Despite noting in its Opening Claim Construction Brief that the “claim terms mean what 

they say” (D.I. 45, at 4), KneeBinding provides proposed constructions for each of the disputed 

terms that greatly exceed the bounds of the specification and the claim language itself.  In 

essence, KneeBinding is attempting to use this litigation to re-write and broaden its intellectual 

property rights.  This is unacceptable.   Instead, “[t]he construction that stays true to the claim 

language and most naturally aligns with the patent’s description of the invention will be, in the 

end, the correct construction.”  Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1316. 
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1. “vector decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more 
force vectors” 

KneeBinding asserts that a POSITA “would understand that this claim term is reciting an 

assembly that separates and isolates at least two force vectors.”   While this statement tracks the 

language of the claim itself, KneeBinding proposes a definition (“a heel unit of a ski binding for 

separating and isolating multiple forces”) that does not track the claim language and, in fact, re-

writes and broadens the scope of the claim.  For example, KneeBinding has changed the “vector 

decoupling assembly” to “a heel unit of a ski binding” and has changed “at least two force 

vectors” to “multiple forces.”  For instance, KneeBinding’s proposed claim construction reads 

out the limitation of “force vector” completely, replacing it with simply “forces,” which has a 

different meaning to a POSITA.  Additionally, KneeBinding’s proposed claim construction 

changes the limitation to recite multiple forces (i.e. several or more rather than just two).   

These changes are in tension with the scope of the claim as allowed and with the teaching 

of the specification of the ’867 patent, which support Marker’s proposed claim construction.  For 

example, the specification teaches that the ski binding includes an independent vertical heel 

release and an independent lateral release mechanism, showing that the invention relates 

primarily to two force vectors: vertical and lateral.  D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, Abstract, Figs. 1–4, 

3:45–47.  More specifically, the vector decoupler mechanism of the ’867 patent acts to “redirect 

the non-lateral forces without effecting the vertical heel release, lateral heel release or forward 

pressure compensator.”  Id.  The vector decoupler mechanism is also described in the ’867 patent 

as “separat[ing] and isolat[ing] undesired vertical release conditions from intended release 

conditions.”  Id.at 4:47–49.  The patentee describes the invention of the ’867 patent as treating 

the vertical release and lateral heel release as “functionally independent mechanisms.”  Id. at 

3:47–50; 4:49–56; 5:4–9; see also id. at 8:11–27; 9:33–10:57. 
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KneeBinding’s own statements in its Opening Claim Construction Brief support Marker’s 

construction rather than KneeBinding’s proposed definition.  For example, KneeBinding states 

that: 

KneeBinding was founded upon the invention of a heel unit that 
separates the forces affecting the vertical retention/release 
assembly from the lateral retention/release assembly. Fox Decl. at 
¶7 (Exhibit F) . . . . The two retention/release mechanisms in 
KneeBinding’s '867 Patent are separated and isolated from each 
other such that the forces acting on the vertical 
retention/release assembly do not influence or conflict with the 
forces acting on the lateral retention/release assembly.  

D.I. 45, at 6 (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added).  Likewise, KneeBinding states that 

“[a]lthough Claim 1 recites a ‘vector decoupling assembly’, in more common language this term 

in the context of the '867 Patent is more easily understood as a ski binding heel unit that 

separates the vertical retention/release forces from the lateral retention/release forces.” (Id. 

at 11) (emphasis added).  These statements align with the patent specification and Marker’s 

construction, which emphasize the ’867 patent’s primary focus on the following two force 

vectors: vertical and lateral. 

Therefore, the term “vector decoupling assembly for separating and isolating two or more 

force vectors” should be construed such that the vector decoupling assembly separates and 

isolates vertical force vectors from lateral force vectors and that a principally vertical force 

vector will not result in release of a ski boot in a lateral direction, and a principally lateral force 

vector will not result in release of a ski boot in a vertical direction. 

2. “safety binding” 

KneeBinding asserts baldly, without citation to any evidence, that “‘[s]afety binding’ is a 

term that needs no claim construction. A POSITA or a ski binding designer would clearly 

understand this term in the context of the '867 Patent; it’s a ski binding that releases.”  And then 
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it proposes that the term means “a ski binding that releases a ski boot under certain conditions.”  

This is another blatant attempt to re-write the claim language.  More specifically, KneeBinding 

adds the vague and ambiguous requirement that the ski binding releases “under certain 

conditions.”  The words “under certain conditions” do not appear anywhere in the ’867 patent.  

Using KneeBinding’s proposed definition of this term is nonsensical and would read on each and 

every ski binding on the market, which by definition must release “under certain conditions.”  

Therefore, KneeBinding is effectively seeking to write this term out of the claim during 

litigation.  This should not be allowed. 

The only support that KneeBinding provides for why this term is definite is its assertion 

that “the ski media recognizes the Accused Binding as a ski binding that meets international 

standards for safety,” and its citation to an article about the Kingpin that states that the Kingpin is 

“the first tech binding acknowledged by the TUV—the international certification body that 

validates product safety—to offer a certified DIN safety release.”  D.I. 45-12.  It is, of course, 

entirely improper for KneeBinding to construe a limitation of its own patent by reference to the 

accused device.  See Wilson Sporting Goods Co. v. Hillerich & Bradsby Co., 442 F.3d 1322, 

1330 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“claims may not be construed with reference to the accused device.”) 

(quoting NeoMagic Corp. v. Trident Microsystems, Inc., 287 F.3d 1062, 1074 (Fed. Cir. 2002); 

SRI Int’l v. Matsushita Elec. Corp. of Am., 775 F.2d 1107, 118 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (en banc)).  In 

any event, the article does not call the Kingpin a “safety binding” nor does it even use the term 

“safety binding” in any respect.  The fact that the international skiing industry has certain safety 

standards for ski bindings is irrelevant to what the term “safety binding” means in the context of 

the ’867 patent.    
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The ’867 patent itself only uses this term once, and that is in claim 1.  D.I. 46-1, ’867 

patent, 11:34.  The only other safety-related discussion in the ’867 patent relates to prior art ski 

bindings as increasing incidences of knee injuries, particularly strained or ruptured anterior 

cruciate ligaments (“ACLs”), and suggests that the claimed invention averts such injuries.  Id. at 

2:49–3:6.  The ’867 patent goes on to state that its ski binding “provides proper lateral release 

during edge-induced roll moments and also prevents pre-release during normal skiing conditions 

has yet to be reduced to practice.”  Id. at 3:3–6.  Therefore, to the extent the ’867 patent provides 

any guidance as to the term “safety binding,” it implies that such a binding prevents strain or 

rupture of the ACL.   

A POSITA is left without any guidance in the patent specification to understand the term 

“safety binding” even with KneeBinding’s proposed construction.  Therefore, this term is 

indefinite.  See Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2120, 2129–30 (2014). 

3.  “securing a heel portion of a ski boot to a ski” 

With respect to the term “securing a heel portion of a ski boot to a ski,” KneeBinding 

states that “a ski binding secures the heel of a boot to a ski for skiing.”  It then proposes the 

following definition for this term: “holding the heel portion of a ski boot in place for skiing.”   

Again, KneeBinding is attempting to broaden and re-write the claim.  In fact, KneeBinding’s 

proposed construction completely eliminates the requirement that the heel portion be secured to 

a ski and adds the limitation “in place for skiing” (which is found nowhere in the claims of the 

’867 patent or in the specification).  It also changes the verb of this term from “securing” 

(meaning to fix or attach something firmly so that it cannot be moved (Exhibit 2, “Secure,” 

Oxford Dictionaries, available at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/secure (last visited 

Jan. 20, 2017)) to “holding” (meaning to keep in a specific position (Exhibit 3, “Hold,” Oxford 

Dictionaries, available at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/hold (last visited Jan. 20, 
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2017)).  The verb “holding” is much broader than “securing,” and would expand the claim scope 

beyond the bounds of what is taught or disclosed in the specification of the ’867 patent. 

As discussed above, KneeBinding admits that the Court should presume that the “claim 

terms mean what they say.”  D.I. 45, at 4.  In contrast to KneeBinding’s proposed definition, 

Marker’s proposed claim construction is in alignment with the scope and meaning of the claim 

term and the Court should adopt the following construction for “securing a heel portion of a ski 

boot to a ski”: “The safety binding secures a heel portion of a ski boot to a ski.”  See Phillips, 

415 F.3d at 1314. 

4. “lower heel assembly” and “upper heel assembly” 

For the terms “lower heel assembly” and “upper heel assembly,” KneeBinding proposes 

the following definitions, respectively: “a lower portion of a heel unit of a ski binding” and “an 

upper portion of a heel unit of a ski binding.”  However, both of these proposed definitions 

eliminate the word “assembly” and just say “portion.”  An assembly is considered a unit 

consisting of components that have been fitted together.  See Exhibit 4, “Assembly,” Oxford 

Dictionaries, available at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/assembly (last visited Jan. 

20, 2017).  A portion, on the other hand, is a part of a whole.  See Exhibit 5, “Portion,” Oxford 

Dictionaries, available at  https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/portion (last visited Jan. 

20, 2017).  These are two very different concepts, especially in patent law.  Therefore, 

KneeBinding’s proposed definition is merely another attempt to re-write the claims during 

litigation.   

By comparison, Marker’s proposed constructions for “lower heel assembly” and “upper 

heel assembly” make clear that they are separate components of the ski binding, as taught in the 

’867 patent.  For example, the figures and descriptions thereof in the ’867 patent identify the 

upper and lower heel housings separately, with different numbers (numbers 16 and 27 
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 13 

respectively).  See, e.g., D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, Figs. 1–4; 5:52–55.  The patentees also discussed 

each of the upper heel housing and lower heel housing in separate sections of the specification, 

showing that they considered them distinct components of the alleged invention.  See id.at 4:57–

63, 5:59–64, 6:4–29, 6:62–7:17.  Therefore, Marker respectfully asks the Court to construe 

“lower heel assembly” to mean “the lower heel assembly is attached to the ski, and does not have 

any components or parts in common with, the upper heel assembly” and “upper heel assembly” 

to mean “the upper heel assembly is coupled to, but does not have any components or parts in 

common with, the lower heel assembly.” 

5. “having a lateral release assembly for applying lateral securing 
pressure to the ski boot” 

Marker agrees that under the language of the claims, the lateral release assembly is 

located in the upper heel assembly.  See D.I. 45, at 16.  This is consistent with the patentee’s 

statements to the Patent Office during prosecution of KneeBinding’s predecessor patent, U.S. 

Patent No. 7,318,598 (“the ’598 patent”).  See Exhibit 6, Prosecution History of the ’598 patent, 

Amendment in Response to Non-Final Office Action, dated 1/4/2007, at 8 (stating that “Claim 

19 requires that the lateral release assembly be part of the upper heel assembly.”).1  Thereafter, 

however, the parties’ positions diverge with respect to this claim term.    

First, KneeBinding asserts that “[c]ommon sense dictates that if a heel unit releases 

laterally, yet cannot retain a ski boot for skiing, it could not function as a ski binding.”  D.I. 45, 

at 17.  It appears from this assertion that KneeBinding is trying to read the claim onto any ski 

binding that releases laterally.  This cannot be. 

                                                 
1 KneeBinding has acknowledged that the prosecution history of this earlier patent is relevant to 
the understanding of the ’867 patent.  See D.I. 45, at 7. 
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Second, KneeBinding proposes the following construction of this term: “an assembly that 

applies pressure to resist the ski boot heel from moving laterally.”  KneeBinding omits the words 

“lateral release” from its proposed construction, and thereby effectively acknowledges that the 

phrase “lateral release assembly” does not recite sufficiently definite structure and that the claim 

term must be construed by reference to the recited function, i.e. “applying lateral securing 

pressure to the ski boot.”   

But KneeBinding does not demonstrate how any structure described in the ’867 patent’s 

specification is linked with any reasonable certainty to this claimed function.  KneeBinding is 

wrong in its assertion that “[c]laim 1 and the specification of the ‘867 Patent consistently discuss 

a ski binding heel unit with a lateral release assembly that both secures the boot for skiing and 

releases under loads that might otherwise cause an injury.”  D.I. 45, at 16.  In actuality, the term 

“lateral release assembly” does not appear anywhere in the specification of the ’867 patent other 

than in the claims.  The portions of the specification cited by KneeBinding as support for its 

argument relate, instead, to lateral release cams.  See D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, 3:53–54.  There is 

no mention in the specification about these cams securing or retaining a ski boot.  Quite the 

contrary.  The specification of the ’867 patent teaches that the lateral release cams merely control 

release when the heel of the boot displaces from the longitudinal center of the ski, restricting the 

release movement to predetermined paths of rotation and translation.  Id. at 3:54–67.  Therefore, 

even if the lateral release cams were, in fact, part of the lateral release assembly, they do not 

fulfill the function of the claim term, namely “applying lateral securing pressure to the ski boot.”   

In sum, KneeBinding has effectively admitted that the claim term “lateral release 

assembly for applying lateral securing pressure to the ski boot” must be construed by reference 

to the recited function and, hence, is a means-plus-function term.  See 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6.  
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Having identified this function, the task then becomes to determine what structure, if any, is 

disclosed in the specification corresponding to the function.  Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 

792 F.3d 1339, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (en banc).  In this instance, however, no such structure 

exists, and consequently this claim term is indefinite.  Id. at 1350–54. 

6. “linkage element” 

“KneeBinding asserts that the ‘linkage element’ links or couples the upper and lower heel 

assemblies and proposes that the Court construe the term ‘linkage element’ to mean ‘an element 

that allows free-coupling between the upper heel assembly and the lower heel assembly.’”  D.I. 

45, at 17.  With this proposed construction, KneeBinding yet again attempts to re-write the 

claim.  This time it inserts the phrase “free-coupling,” which is not defined or explained in either 

its brief or the patent specification.   

Rather, KneeBinding attempts to bootstrap references in the specification to “coupling” 

to provide support for and disclosure of the “linkage element.”  Specifically, KneeBinding 

paraphrases that “[t]he patent specification states ‘the vector decoupler assembly…also allows 

free coupling’ of the lateral release cam of the upper heel assembly to the lower heel assembly.”  

D.I. 45 at 18 (citing ’867 patent, 8:25–37).  However, what this passage actually says is: 

The vector decoupler assembly 60 allows free lateral translational 
and rotational movement of the moving lateral release cam 17 
relative to the lower heel housing 27. The vector decoupler 
assembly 60 also allows free coupling of moving lateral release 
cam 17 against the mating cam surfaces 27a in the presence of 
lateral heel release loads. This occurs even when induced roll 
moments and upward force vectors are applied through the vector 
decoupler assembly 60. Free coupling is partially limited by 
friction generated between the sliding surfaces of low-friction 
elements 58 and 59 and the respective mating surfaces of 
components 60a and 61. Component 61 can be affixed to the lower 
heel housing 27 by band 18 that wraps around the lower heel 
housing 27.   
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D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, 8:25–37.  According to the parts of this passage that were truncated by 

KneeBinding, the free coupling discussed in this passage relates to “moving lateral release cam 

17 against the mating cam surfaces 27a in the presence of lateral heel release loads.”  Id. at 27–

30.  This does not relate the upper heel housing to the lower heel housing. 

KneeBinding also characterizes the specification as stating “that the lateral release cam of 

the upper heel housing assembly has an ‘open linkage’ to the lower heel assembly.”  D.I. 45, at 

18 (citing ’867 patent, 8:50–54).  The passage cited by KneeBinding states:  

Vector decoupler mechanism 60 above is de-coupled from 
longitudinal pressure loads generated between moving lateral 
release cam 17 and lower heel housing 27, due to the 
longitudinally-open linkage between tongue 60a and cantilevered 
plate 57. 

D.I. 46-1, ’867 patent, 8:50–54.  The open linkage described in this passage is actually between 

the tongue and the cantilevered plate.  According to Fig. 2 of the ’867 patent, the tongue is part 

of the decoupler mechanism and the cantilevered plate is not in either the upper or lower heel 

housing.  Id. at Fig. 2.   Moreover, this passage notes that the open linkage works to decouple the 

longitudinal pressure load generated by the moving cam and the lower heel housing.   Id. at 

8:50–54.   

Therefore, neither of the passages relied upon by KneeBinding actually stand for the 

proposition that “the patent specification discusses free coupling of the lateral release assembly 

of the upper heel assembly to the lower heel assembly” as KneeBinding asserts.  D.I. 45, at 18.  

These passages referred to by KneeBinding are not sufficient to show that the term “linkage 

element” is definite.  In fact, the opposite is true. 

7. “fixedly attached” 

With respect to the term “fixedly attached,” the parties’ proposed constructions are not 

far apart, as shown below: 
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KneeBinding’s Proposed 
Construction 

Marker’s Proposed 
Construction 

The linkage element cannot be 
detached without damaging or 
breaking the ski binding 

 

The “linkage element” is 
attached to the lateral release 
assembly in a fixed manner, such 
that it cannot be removed without 
destroying or damaging the 
safety binding. 

 Because the proposed construction are substantively similar, Marker has reached out to 

KneeBinding to propose a compromise construction.  However, KneeBinding has not accepted 

Marker’s proposal.  Marker is hopeful, however, that a compromise can be reached to eliminate 

this dispute. 

8. “wherein the linkage element, a first surface and a second surface 
cooperate to limit motion of the lateral release assembly to within a 
predetermined region within a plane defined by the longitudinal and 
horizontal axes of the ski” 

KneeBinding proposes the following definition for this term: “the linkage element and at 

least two surfaces cooperate to ensure that the lateral release assembly only moves within a 

known region within a plane defined by the longitudinal and horizontal axes of the ski.”  D.I. 45, 

at 20.  Again, KneeBinding’s proposed definition broadens the scope of the claim language by 

changing the claim from referring to “the linkage element, a first surface, and a second surface” 

to “the linkage element and at least two surfaces” (emphasis added) as limiting the movement 

of the lateral release assembly.  It is unclear now whether the linkage element and only a first 

undefined surface and a second undefined surface act to limit the motion or if the linkage 

element works in conjunction with a multitude of undefined surfaces to achieve this result.   

As explained in Marker’s opening claim construction brief (D.I. 46, at 23–24), during 

prosecution history of the ’867 patent, KneeBinding argued to the Patent Office that the 

combination of only three elements (“a linkage element, a first surface and a second surface”) 

was a key distinction of the ’867 patent over the prior art.  D.I. 46-6, December 20, 2011 
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Amendment in Response to Non-Final Office Action Under 37 C.F.R. 1.111, at 5–7; January 9, 

2013 Request for Continued Examination Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.114 and Amendment, at 5–6; 

October 8, 2013 Response After Final Action Under 37 C.F.R. 1.116, at 6.  The same was true 

during the prosecution for the related ’598 patent, where the patentee stated that the prior art 

“failed to teach a first surface and a second surface fixed [sic] attached to a heel assembly that 

allow motion of a lateral release assembly to occur only in the longitudinal and horizontal plane 

. . . because [the prior art] also allows release in the vertical plane.”  Exhibit 6, Interview 

Summary (emphasis added). 

KneeBinding, on the other hand, provides no support for its proposed broadening 

language.  And its only substantive argument relating to this term is more confusing and provides 

more ambiguity than clarity on what the true scope of this limitation is:  “The linkage element 

and at least two surfaces cooperate so that lateral release assembly only moves laterally or 

horizontally even if the heel unit experiences vertical or upward forces or any diagonal 

forces. This language embodies the concept of the patent that the vertical force vectors are 

separated and isolated form [sic] the horizontal force vectors.” (id. at 19) (emphasis added). 

Therefore, based on the intrinsic evidence, it is apparent that the limitation of the motion 

of the lateral release assembly to within a predetermined region within a plane defined by the 

longitudinal and horizontal axes of the ski is accomplished by only the “linkage element,” a “first 

surface,” and a “second surface.”  Consequently, Marker’s proposed construction of “wherein 

the linkage element, a first surface and a second surface cooperate to limit motion of the lateral 

release assembly to within a predetermined region within a plane defined by the longitudinal and 

horizontal axes of the ski” that “motion of the lateral release assembly is limited, to within a 
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predetermined region within a plane defined by the longitudinal and horizontal axes of the ski, 

by only the ‘linkage element,’ a ‘first surface,’ and a ‘second surface’” should be adopted. 

IV. Conclusion 

For all the foregoing reasons and for the reasons stated in its Opening Claim Construction 

Brief, Marker respectfully requests that the Court adopt its proposed constructions and reject 

KneeBinding’s proposed constructions. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE 

DISTRICT OF VERMONT 
 

KneeBinding, Inc., a Delaware corporation, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

 ) 
 v. ) Case No. 2:15-cv-121-wks 
 ) 
Marker Volkl USA, Inc., a New Hampshire ) 
Corporation ) 
 Defendant. ) 

Plaintiff KneeBinding Inc.’s Infringement Contentions 

Pursuant to the Parties’ Stipulated Discovery Schedule dated August 11, 2016, 

KneeBinding, Inc. (“KneeBinding”) makes the following infringement contentions: 

KneeBinding asserts that the Kingpin ski binding sold by Defendant Marker Volkl 

USA, Inc. (“Marker”) infringes Claims 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and Claim 8 or 9 of U.S. Patent 

No. 8,955,867 (the “'867 Patent”). Determination of infringement of Claim 8 or 9 

requires discovery beyond information publically available to KneeBinding. The chart 

below will be updated at such a time discovery shows whether the force required to move 

the lateral release assembly is linear or non-linear. 

The chart below details infringement of the '867 Patent by the Kingpin ski binding: 
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‘867 Patent Claim Accused Kingpin Binding 
1. A vector decoupling assembly 

for separating and isolating two or 
more force vectors applied to a 
safety binding securing a heel 
portion of a ski boot to a ski, 
comprising: 

The Kingpin utilizes a force decoupling 
assembly to separate and isolate two force 
vectors: the vertical force vector and the lateral 
force vector. The Kingpin is a safety binding for 
skiing that secures a heel portion of a ski boot to a 
ski. 

 
a lower heel assembly attached 

to the ski; 
The Kingpin binding has a lower heel 

assembly that is attached to the ski. The lower 
heel assembly that interacts with the upper heel 
assembly is shown below. 

The Kingpin binding does not perform its 
commercial function unless it is attached to a ski. 

an upper heel assembly coupled 
to the lower heel assembly and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Kingpin has an upper heel assembly 
coupled to the lower heel assembly.  

 
CONTINUED BELOW  
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having a lateral release assembly for 
applying lateral securing pressure to 
the ski boot,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The upper heel assembly has a lateral release 
assembly that applies lateral securing pressure the 
ski boot. 

 

  
The lateral release assembly comprises a body 
containing a roller cam pressured by a spring.  
The amount of pressure the spring exerts on the 
cam is adjustable by a threaded post. The greater 
the spring is compressed, the greater the lateral 
securing pressure on the boot.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
CONTINUED BELOW 
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the upper heel assembly comprising 
an upper heel housing that is 
configured to compress the heel 
portion of the ski boot downward; 

The upper heel assembly has an upper heel 
housing configured to compress the heel portion 
of the ski boot downward. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a linkage element fixedly 
attached to the lateral release 
assembly; 

The linkage element is comprised of two pins 
fixed to body of the lateral release assembly. 

The pins are pressed in place to the lateral release 
assembly body and can only be destructively 
removed from the Kingpin ski binding causing 
the binding not to function. 
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wherein the linkage element, a 
first surface and a second surface 
cooperate to limit motion of the 
lateral release assembly to within a 
predetermined region within a plane 
defined by the longitudinal and 
horizontal axes of the ski. 

The Kingpin has a linkage element, the two 
pins fixed to the body of the lateral release 
assembly; a first surface, the upper surface of the 
groove portion of the cylindrical post; and a 
second surface, the body portion of the cylindrical 
post.  

The pins, the upper surface of the groove, and the 
body surface of the cylindrical post cooperate to 
limit the motion of the lateral release assembly 
within a predetermined region within a plane 
defined by the longitudinal and horizontal axes of 
the ski. 

4. The vector decoupling 
assembly of claim 1, wherein the 
lateral release assembly is 
maintained in a predetermined 
neutral position in the absence of 
force vectors applied to the vector 
decoupling assembly. 

The lateral release assembly of the Kingpin 
binding is maintained in a neutral position due to 
the roller cam pressure created by the spring. 

5. The vector decoupling 
assembly of claim 4, wherein the 
lateral release assembly moves in 
both a first direction and a second 
direction with respect to the neutral 
position. 

The lateral release assembly of the Kingpin 
binding is configured to permit rotation in both a 
counterclockwise and clockwise direction. 

6. The vector decoupling The lateral release assembly of the Kingpin 
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KneeBinding reserves the right to amend these contentions in view of the Court’s 

claim construction rulings or alternatively assert infringement under the doctrine of 

equivalents. 

/// 

/// 

/// 

/// 

assembly of claim 5, wherein the 
motion of the lateral release 
assembly is at least partially 
rotational. 

binding moves rotationally during a lateral release 
of the heel piece of the binding 

7. The vector decoupling 
assembly of claim 5, wherein a force 
required to move the lateral release 
assembly increases as the lateral 
release assembly moves away from 
the neutral position. 

The lateral release assembly of the Kingpin 
binding comprises a roller cam and a spring. As 
the roller cam moves from the neutral position, 
the spring is progressively compressed which 
increases the force required to continue to move 
the roller cam. 

8. The vector decoupling 
assembly of claim 7, wherein a 
relationship between a position of 
the lateral release assembly with 
respect to the neutral position and 
the force required to move the lateral 
release assembly is linear. 

Visual inspection of the Kingpin binding is 
insufficient to determine whether the force 
required to move the lateral release assembly 
from its neutral position is non-linear or linear. 
This chart will be updated to assert either Claim 8 
or Claim 9 depending upon whether the force is 
determined to be linear or non-linear. 

9. The vector decoupling 
assembly of claim 7, wherein a 
relationship between a position of 
the lateral release assembly with 
respect to the neutral position and 
the force required to move the lateral 
release assembly is non-linear. 

Visual inspection of the Kingpin binding is 
insufficient to determine whether the force 
required to move the lateral release assembly 
from its neutral position is non-linear or linear. 
This chart will be updated to assert either Claim 8 
or Claim 9 depending upon whether the force is 
determined to be linear or non-linear. 
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Dated: September 16, 2016 

 

FOX LAW GROUP, LLC 
                             
       /s/Bradley T. Fox                       
Bradley T. Fox, Esq. (pro hac vice) 
Attorney for KneeBinding, Inc. 
528A Main Street 
P.O. Box 1305  
Durango, CO 81301 
Telephone: (970) 317-3580 
Facsimile: (866) 348-4107 
brad@foxgroupllc.com 
 
ANDERSON & ASSOCIATES 
Peter G. Anderson, Esq. 
Attorney for KneeBinding, Inc. 
P.O. Box 566 
954 So. Main Street 
Stowe VT, 05672 
Telephone: (802) 253-4011 
Facsimile: (802) 253-6061 
pga@paglaw.com 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF VERMONT 

KneeBinding, Inc., a Delaware corporation,  

Plaintiff, 

v. 
Marker Volkl USA, Inc., a New Hampshire 
corporation, 

Defendant. 
 

No. 2:15-cv-00121-wks 
 
 
 

 

DISCOVERY CERTIFICATE 
 
I hereby certify that on September 16, 2016, I served a copy of KNEEBINDING INC.’S 

INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS on the Attorneys for the Defendant Marker Volkl 

USA, Inc. using the CM/ECF system at the electronic mail addresses listed below and 

registered with the ECF system for this matter. 

 
Andrew D. Manitsky, Esq.;    amanitsky@lynnlawvt.com 
Paul S. Rosenlund, Esq.;   PSRosenlund@duanemorris.com,  
Anthony J. Fitzpatrick, Esq.;  AJFitzpatrick@duanemorris.com 
Carolyn A. Alenci, Esq.;  CAAlenci@duanemorris.com 
 
 
Dated September 16, 2016: 

 
FOX LAW GROUP, LLC 
                             
     /s/ Bradley T. Fox                      
Bradley T. Fox, Esq. (pro hac vice) 
Attorney for KneeBinding, Inc. 
528C Main Street 
P.O. Box 1305  
Durango, CO 81301 
Telephone: (970) 317-3580 
Facsimile: (866) 348-4107 
brad@foxgroupllc.com 
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Home British & World English secure

Definition of secure in English:

secure

ADJECTIVE

‘check to ensure that all nuts and bolts are 

secure’

More example sentences Synonyms

 (of a place of detention) having provisions 
against the escape of inmates:

‘a secure unit for young offenders’

More example sentences

‘his position as party leader was less than 

secure’

‘a more competitive economy will lead to an 

increase in secure employment’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Protected against attack or other criminal 
activity:

The Oxford Dictionaries Word of 
the Year 2016 is...

20 words from the 1920s

Quiz: ghost or cat?

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

ineluctable
ADJECTIVE

SIGN INDICTIONARY THESAURUS GRAMMAR EXPLORE BLOG 

DICTIONARY Type word or phrase

We use cookies to enhance your experience on our website. By continuing to use our website, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. You can 

change your cookie settings at any time. Continue Find out more

Fixed or fastened so as not to give way, 

become loose, or be lost:

1

1.1

Certain to remain safe and unthreatened:2

2.1

Page 1 of 5secure - definition of secure in English | Oxford Dictionaries

1/20/2017https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/secure
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‘no airport is totally secure’

More example sentences

 Feeling confident and free from fear or 
anxiety:

‘everyone needs to have a home and to feel 

secure and wanted’

More example sentences Synonyms

(secure of) dated Feeling no doubts about 
attaining:

‘she remained poised and complacent, 

secure of admiration’

VERB

[WITH OBJECT]

‘pins secure the handle to the main body’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Make (a door or container) hard to open; 
fasten or lock:

‘doors are likely to be well secured at night’

More example sentences Synonyms

Surgery Compress (a blood vessel) to 
prevent bleeding.

‘the division secured a major contract’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Seek to guarantee repayment of (a loan) 
by having a right to take possession of an 
asset in the event of non-payment:

‘a loan secured on your home’

More example sentences

Which Roald Dahl character are 
you? 

11 words you perhaps didn't know 
were portmanteaus

0/10

Words for Places

What does isthmus mean?

a treeless grassy plain

a narrow strip of land with sea 

on either side

NEXT

T R E N D I N G  W O R D S

2.2

2.3

Fix or attach (something) firmly so that it 

cannot be moved or lost:

1

1.1

1.2

Succeed in obtaining (something), especially 

with difficulty:

2

2.1

Protect against threats; make safe:3

Most popular in the world

BF1. 

translation2. 

Hindi3. 

bae4. 

India5. 

Page 2 of 5secure - definition of secure in English | Oxford Dictionaries

1/20/2017https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/secure
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‘the government is concerned to secure the 

economy against too much foreign ownership’

More example sentences Synonyms

Phrases

Origin
Mid 16th century (in the sense ‘feeling no 
apprehension’): from Latin securus, from se- 
without + cura care.

Pronunciation
secure /sɪˈkjʊə/ /sɪˈkjɔː/

Further reading 

secure arms

Hold a rifle with the muzzle downward and the 
lock in the armpit to guard it from rain.
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5 tasty sandwich 
etymologies 

Which Joe gave his name 

to ‘sloppy joes’? We look at 

five interesting 

sandwiches and their 

lexical origins.

R E A D  M O R E

6 punctuation marks 
you might be using 

incorrectly

We take a look at several 

popular, though confusing, 

punctuation marks.

R E A D  M O R E

An A-Z of country 
name origins

From Afghanistan to 

Zimbabwe, discover 

surprising and intriguing 

language facts from 

around the globe.

R E A D  M O R E

How brothers 
became buddies and 

bros 

The definitions of ‘buddy’ 

and ‘bro’ in the OED have 

recently been revised. We 

explore their history and 

increase in popularity.

R E A D  M O R E

What is the origin of 
'steal someone's 

thunder'? 

Susie Dent explores the 

surprisingly literal story 

behind the phrase ‘to steal 

someone’s thunder’.

R E A D  M O R E
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Home British & World English hold

Main definitions of hold in English: hold hold

hold

VERB

‘she was holding a brown leather suitcase’

[no object] ‘he held on to the back of a chair’

More example sentences Synonyms

[with object and adverbial] Keep or sustain 
in a specified position:

‘I held the door open for him’

More example sentences

 Embrace (someone):

‘Mark pulled her into his arms and held her 

close’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Be able to bear (the weight of a person or 
thing):

‘I reached up to the nearest branch which 

seemed likely to hold my weight’

More example sentences Synonyms

The Oxford Dictionaries Word of 
the Year 2016 is...

20 words from the 1920s

Quiz: ghost or cat?

Which Roald Dahl character are 
you? 

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

ineluctable
ADJECTIVE

SIGN INDICTIONARY THESAURUS GRAMMAR EXPLORE BLOG 

DICTIONARY Type word or phrase

1 2

1

[with object] Grasp, carry, or support with one's 
arms or hands:

1

1.1

1.2

1.3
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 (of a vehicle) maintain close contact with 
(the road), especially when driven at 
speed:

‘the car holds the corners very well’

More example sentences

 (of a ship or an aircraft) continue to follow 
(a particular course):

‘the ship is holding a south-easterly course’

More example sentences

archaic [no object, with adverbial of 
direction] Keep going in a particular 
direction:

‘he held on his way, close behind his friend’

‘the police were holding him on a murder 

charge’

[with object and complement] ‘she was held 
prisoner for two days’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Keep possession of (something), typically 
in the face of a challenge or attack:

‘the rebels held the town for many weeks’

[no object] ‘White managed to hold on to his 
lead’

More example sentences

 Keep (someone's interest or attention).

Example sentences Synonyms

 (of a singer or musician) sustain (a note).

Example sentences

 Stay or cause to stay at a certain value or 
level:

[no object] ‘MCI shares held at 77p’

[with object] ‘they are trying to hold public 
spending to £244.5 billion’

More example sentences

11 words you perhaps didn't know 
were portmanteaus

0/10

'Coarse' or 'Course'?

Which of the following is correct?

He tried to keep the boat on 

coarse

He tried to keep the boat on 

course

NEXT

T R E N D I N G  W O R D S

1.4

1.5

1.6

[with object] Keep or detain (someone):2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Most popular in the world

BF1. 

translation2. 

Hindi3. 

bae4. 

India5. 
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 (in sport) manage to achieve a draw 
against (opponents thought likely to win):

‘AC Milan were held to a 1–1 draw by 

Udinese’

More example sentences

‘the boat's anchor would not hold’

More example sentences

 (of a favourable condition or situation) 
continue without changing:

‘let's hope her luck holds’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Be or remain valid or available:

‘I'll have that coffee now, if the offer still 

holds’

More example sentences Synonyms

 (of an argument or theory) be logical, 
consistent, or convincing:

‘their views still seem to hold up extremely 

well’

More example sentences Synonyms

(hold to) Refuse to abandon or change (a 
principle or opinion):

‘those who held to the view that Britain 

should not be part of the Common Market’

More example sentences

(hold someone to) [with object] Cause 
someone to adhere to (a commitment):

‘the role of the media ought to be to hold 

politicians to their promises’

More example sentences

‘the tank held twenty-four gallons’

More example sentences Synonyms

2.5

[no object] Remain secure, intact, or in position 
without breaking or giving way:

3

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

[with object] Contain or be capable of 
containing (a specified amount):

4
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 Be able to drink (a reasonable amount of 
alcohol) without becoming drunk or 
suffering any ill effects:

‘I can hold my drink as well as anyone’

More example sentences

 Have or be characterized by:

‘I don't know what the future holds’

More example sentences

‘the managing director still holds fifty shares in 

the company’

More example sentences Synonyms

North American informal [no object] Be in 
possession of illegal drugs:

‘he was holding, and the police hauled him 

off to jail’

 Have or occupy (a job or position):

‘she held office from 1985 to 90’

More example sentences Synonyms

[with object] Have (a belief or opinion):

‘I feel nothing but pity for someone who 

holds such chauvinistic views’

[with clause] ‘they hold that all literature is 
empty of meaning’

More example sentences Synonyms

[with object and complement] Consider 
(someone) to be responsible or liable for a 
particular situation:

‘you can't hold yourself responsible for 

what happened’

More example sentences

(hold someone/thing in) Regard someone 
or something with (a specified feeling):

‘the speed limit is held in contempt by 

many drivers’

More example sentences

4.1

4.2

[with object] Have in one's possession:5

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5
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[with clause] (of a judge or court) rule; 
decide:

‘the Court of Appeal held that there was no 

evidence to support the judge's assessment’

More example sentences

‘a booking can be held for twenty-four hours’

More example sentences Synonyms

 Maintain (a telephone connection) until 
the person one has telephoned is free to 
speak:

‘please hold the line, and I'll see if he's 

available’

[no object] ‘will you hold?’

More example sentences

‘hold your fire!’

More example sentences

North American informal Refrain from 
adding or using (something, typically an 
item of food or drink):

‘a strawberry margarita, but hold the 

tequila’

More example sentences

(hold it) informal Wait or stop doing 
something:

‘hold it right there, mate!’

More example sentences

archaic [no object] Restrain oneself:

‘‘Hold, hold!’ he cried’

‘a meeting was held at the church’

More example sentences Synonyms

5.6

[with object] Keep or reserve for someone:6

6.1

[with object] Prevent from going ahead or 
occurring:

7

7.1

7.2

7.3

[with object] Arrange and take part in (a meeting 
or conversation):

8
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NOUN

‘he caught hold of her arm’

‘he lost his hold and fell’

More example sentences Synonyms

 A particular way of grasping or restraining 
someone, especially an opponent in 
wrestling or judo.

Example sentences

 A place where one can grip with one's 
hands or feet while climbing:

‘he felt carefully with his feet for a hold and 

swung himself up’

More example sentences

‘Tom had some kind of hold over his father’

More example sentences Synonyms

Phrases

Example sentences

Example sentences

Grasp (something) intellectually; 
understand.

Example sentences

informal Obtain:

An act or manner of grasping something; a 

grip:

1

1.1

1.2

[in singular] Power or control:2

archaic A fortress.3

be left holding the baby (or north 
americanbag)

informal Be left with an unwelcome responsibility, 
typically without warning.

get hold of

Grasp physically.1

1.1

1.2
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‘if you can't get hold of ripe tomatoes, add 

some tomato puree’

More example sentences Synonyms

informal Find or manage to contact 
(someone):

‘I'll try and get hold of Mark’

More example sentences Synonyms

see bay

‘they were caught holding the ball on several 

occasions’

More example sentences

see breath

‘he held his breath under the water’

More example sentences

Be in a state of suspense or anticipation:

‘France held its breath while the Senate 

chose its new president’

More example sentences

‘I began to dislike Linton, and to excuse his father 

for holding him cheap’

More example sentences

1.3

hold someone/thing at bay

hold the ball

Commit the offence of persisting to hold on to the 
ball after being legitimately tackled:

hold one's breath

Cease breathing temporarily:1

1.1

hold someone/thing cheap

archaic Have a low opinion of someone or 
something:

hold court
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‘Lewis was holding court in the small dressing 

room’

More example sentences

‘fidelity is something most of us hold dear’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘the door held fast, obviously locked’

More example sentences

Continue to believe in or adhere to an idea 
or principle:

‘it is important that we hold fast to the 

policies’

More example sentences

‘the principles of quantum theory hold the field as 

the convincing account of the physics of the 

microworld’

More example sentences

see field

Example sentences Synonyms

Be the centre of attention amidst a crowd of one's 
admirers:

hold someone/thing dear

Care for or value someone or something greatly:

hold fast

Remain tightly secured:1

1.1

hold the field

Remain the most important:

hold the fort

Take responsibility for a situation while another 
person is temporarily absent.

hold good (or true)

Remain true or valid:
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‘his views still hold true today’

More example sentences

see ground

Example sentences

Example sentences

Example sentences

Example sentences

Example sentences

‘France's central bank would hold the line’

More example sentences

‘he would pay a free kick for holding the man’

hold one's ground

hold someone's hand

Give a person comfort, guidance, or moral support 
in a difficult situation.

hold hands

(of two or more people) clasp each other by the 
hand, typically as a sign of affection.

hold hard

[as imperative]Stop or wait.

hold someone/thing harmless

Indemnify someone or something.

hold one's horses

informal [usually as imperative]Wait a moment.

hold the line

Not yield to the pressure of a difficult situation:

hold the man

Commit the offence of holding on to an opposing 
player who is not in possession of the ball:
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More example sentences

Example sentences

see own

‘Britain has begun to hold its own in world 

markets’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘he nodded indulgently at such pertness and 

obstinacy, but held his peace’

More example sentences

see peace

Example sentences

‘the notion of treatment by opposites has held the 

stage for too long’

More example sentences

see stage

hold one's nose

Squeeze one's nostrils with one's fingers in order 
to avoid inhaling an unpleasant smell.

hold one's own

Retain a position of strength in a challenging 
situation:

hold one's peace

Remain silent about something:

hold (one's) serve (or service)

(in tennis and other racket sports) win a game in 
which one is serving.

hold the stage

Dominate a scene of action or forum of debate:

hold sway
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see sway

‘they had held sway in France for a quarter of a 

century’

‘such arguments would not hold sway in a 

university’

More example sentences Synonyms

Example sentences

Example sentences

Example sentences

see ransom

see head

‘this argument just does not hold water’

More example sentences Synonyms

Have great power or influence over a particular 
person, place, or domain:

hold thumbs

Fold one's fingers over one's thumb to bring good 
luck.

hold someone to bail

Bind someone by bail.

hold one's tongue

informal [often in imperative]Remain silent.

hold someone/thing to ransom

hold one's head up (or hold one's head high)

hold water

[often with negative](of a statement, theory, or line 
of reasoning) appear to be valid, sound, or 
reasonable:

no holds barred

(in wrestling) with no restrictions on the kinds 
of holds that are used.

1
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Example sentences

Used to convey that no rules or restrictions 
apply in a conflict or dispute:

‘no-holds-barred military action’

More example sentences

‘‘I'll just see if he's free,’ Rachel said, and put 

me on hold’

More example sentences

Temporarily not being dealt with or 
pursued:

‘he has had to put his career on hold’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘the reforms of the late nineteenth century had 

taken hold’

More example sentences

‘once Eva had found her vocation there was no 

holding her’

More example sentences

Phrasal Verbs

‘if he failed her, she would hold it against him 

forever’

1.1

on hold

Waiting to be connected while making a 
telephone call:

1

1.1

take hold

Start to have an effect:

there is no holding someone

Used to convey that someone is particularly 
determined or cannot be prevented from doing 
something:

hold something against someone

Allow past actions or circumstances to have a 
negative influence on one's present attitude 
towards someone:
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More example sentences

‘he held back, remembering the mistake he had 

made before’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘my lack of experience held me back a bit’

More example sentences Synonyms

Refuse or be unwilling to make something 
known:

‘you're not holding anything back from me, 

are you?’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘the people are held down by a repressive military 

regime’

More example sentences

‘holding down two jobs was proving tiring for him’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘he was holding forth on the merits of the band's 

debut LP’

More example sentences Synonyms

hold back

Hesitate to act or speak:

hold someone/thing back

Prevent or restrict the progress or 
development of someone or something:

1

1.1

hold someone down

Keep someone under strict control or severely 
restrict their freedom:

hold something down

Succeed in keeping a job or position for a period 
of time:

hold forth

Talk lengthily, assertively, or tediously about a 
subject:
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‘she tried to stop laughing, but it was too much to 

hold in’

‘he held off a late challenge by Vose to win by 

thirteen seconds’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘fortunately, the rain held off until the evening’

More example sentences

Delay or postpone an action or decision:

‘if I was in their shoes, I'd hold off for a 

couple of days’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘hold on a minute, I'll be right back!’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘if only they could hold on a little longer’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘the industry is trying to hold on to experienced 

staff’

More example sentences Synonyms

hold something in

Suppress an expression of emotion:

hold someone/thing off

Resist an attacker or challenge:

hold off

(of bad weather) fail to occur:1

1.1

hold on

[often in imperative]Wait; stop:1

Endure in difficult circumstances:2

hold on to

Keep:

hold out

Resist or survive in difficult circumstances:1
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‘British troops held out against constant attacks’

More example sentences Synonyms

Continue to be sufficient:

‘we can stay here for as long as our supplies 

hold out’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘he is holding out for a guaranteed 7 per cent rise’

More example sentences

Example sentences

‘a new drug may hold out hope for patients with 

lung cancer’

More example sentences

‘the usual family gathering was held over until 

late January’

More example sentences Synonyms

Example sentences

‘if your party holds together, you will probably win’

1.1

hold out for

Continue to demand (a particular thing), refusing 
to accept what has been offered:

hold out on

Refuse to give something, typically information, to 
(someone).

hold something out

Offer a chance or hope:

hold something over

Postpone something:1

Use a piece of information to threaten or 
intimidate (someone).

2

hold together (or hold something together)

Remain or cause to remain united:
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More example sentences

‘the Labour vote held up well’

More example sentences

‘concrete pillars hold up the elevated section of 

the railway’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘he held up the book so she could see the cover’

More example sentences Synonyms

Present or expose someone or something 
as an example or for particular treatment:

‘they were held up to public ridicule’

More example sentences

‘our return flight was held up for seven hours’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘a masked raider held up the post office’

More example sentences Synonyms

‘I don't hold with fighting or violence’

hold up

Remain strong or vigorous:

hold someone/thing up

Support and prevent something from falling:1

Display something by holding it above one's 
waist or head:

2

2.1

Delay or block the movement or progress of 
someone or something:

3

Rob someone or something using threats or 
violence:

4

Bridge 
Refrain from playing a winning card for tactical 
reasons.

5

hold with

[with negative]Approve of:
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More example sentences Synonyms

Origin
Old English haldan, healdan, of Germanic origin; 
related to Dutch houden and German halten; the 
noun is partly from Old Norse hald hold, support, 
custody.

Pronunciation
hold /həʊld/

Main definitions of hold in English: hold hold

hold

NOUN

Example sentences

Origin
Late 16th century: from obsolete holl, from Old 
English hol (see hole). The addition of -d was due 
to association with hold.

Pronunciation
hold /həʊld/

Further reading 

1 2

2

A large compartment or space in the lower part 

of a ship or aircraft in which cargo is stowed.
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5 tasty sandwich 
etymologies 

Which Joe gave his name 

to ‘sloppy joes’? We look at 

five interesting 

sandwiches and their 

lexical origins.

R E A D  M O R E

6 punctuation marks 
you might be using 

incorrectly
We take a look at several 

popular, though confusing, 

punctuation marks.

R E A D  M O R E

An A-Z of country 
name origins

From Afghanistan to 

Zimbabwe, discover 

surprising and intriguing 

language facts from 

around the globe.

R E A D  M O R E

How brothers 
became buddies and 

bros 
The definitions of ‘buddy’ 

and ‘bro’ in the OED have 

recently been revised. We 

explore their history and 

increase in popularity.

R E A D  M O R E

What is the origin of 
'steal someone's 

thunder'? 
Susie Dent explores the 

surprisingly literal story 

behind the phrase ‘to steal 

someone’s thunder’.

R E A D  M O R E
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Home British & World English assembly

Definition of assembly in English:

assembly

NOUN

‘an assembly of dockers and labourers’

More example sentences Synonyms

 A group of people elected to make laws or 
decisions for a particular country or 
region:

‘the 577-seat National Assembly’

‘the UN General Assembly’

More example sentences

‘a decree guaranteeing freedom of assembly’

More example sentences

 The regular gathering of the teachers and 
pupils of a school at the start or end of the 
day:

‘he was told off for talking in assembly’

More example sentences

The Oxford Dictionaries Word of 
the Year 2016 is...

20 words from the 1920s

Quiz: ghost or cat?

Which Roald Dahl character are 
you? 

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

ineluctable
ADJECTIVE

SIGN INDICTIONARY THESAURUS GRAMMAR EXPLORE BLOG 

DICTIONARY Type word or phrase

A group of people gathered together in one 

place for a common purpose:

1

1.1

[mass noun] The action of gathering together as 
a group for a common purpose:

2

2.1
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(usually the assembly) historical A signal 
for troops to assemble, given by drum or 
bugle.

Example sentences

‘a car assembly plant’

More example sentences Synonyms

[count noun] A unit consisting of 
components that have been fitted 
together:

‘the tail assembly of the aircraft’

More example sentences

Example sentences

Origin
Middle English: from Old French asemblee, 
feminine past participle of asembler (see 
assemble).

Pronunciation
assembly /əˈsɛmbli/

11 words you perhaps didn't know 
were portmanteaus

0/10

'Bring' or 'Take'?

Which of the following is correct?

Will you take me back some 

scent from Paris?

Will you bring me back some 

scent from Paris?

NEXT

T R E N D I N G  W O R D S

Further reading 

2.2

[mass noun], [often as modifier] The action of 
fitting together the component parts of a 

machine or other object:

3

3.1

Computing 

[mass noun], [usually as modifier] The 
conversion of instructions in low-level code to 

machine code.

4

Most popular in the world

BF1. 

translation2. 

Hindi3. 

bae4. 

India5. 
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5 tasty sandwich 
etymologies 

Which Joe gave his name 

to ‘sloppy joes’? We look at 

five interesting 

sandwiches and their 

lexical origins.

R E A D  M O R E

6 punctuation marks 
you might be using 

incorrectly

We take a look at several 

popular, though confusing, 

punctuation marks.

R E A D  M O R E

An A-Z of country 
name origins

From Afghanistan to 

Zimbabwe, discover 

surprising and intriguing 

language facts from 

around the globe.

R E A D  M O R E

How brothers 
became buddies and 

bros 

The definitions of ‘buddy’ 

and ‘bro’ in the OED have 

recently been revised. We 

explore their history and 

increase in popularity.

R E A D  M O R E

What is the origin of 
'steal someone's 

thunder'? 

Susie Dent explores the 

surprisingly literal story 

behind the phrase ‘to steal 

someone’s thunder’.

R E A D  M O R E
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Home British & World English portion

Definition of portion in English:

portion

NOUN

‘a portion of the jetty still stands’

‘he could repeat large portions of Shakespeare’

More example sentences Synonyms

 A part of something divided between 
people; a share:

‘she wanted the right to decide how her 

portion of the allowance should be spent’

More example sentences Synonyms

 An amount of food suitable for or served 
to one person:

‘a portion of ice cream’

‘burger joints offering huge portions’

More example sentences Synonyms

Law The part or share of an estate given 
or descending by law to an heir.

Example sentences

archaic A dowry given to a bride at her 
marriage:

The Oxford Dictionaries Word of 
the Year 2016 is...

20 words from the 1920s

Quiz: ghost or cat?

Which Roald Dahl character are 
you? 

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

ineluctable
ADJECTIVE

SIGN INDICTIONARY THESAURUS GRAMMAR EXPLORE BLOG 

DICTIONARY Type word or phrase

A part of a whole:1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
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‘he'll marry her fast enough when he 

knows the sum of her portion’

More example sentences

‘what will be my portion?’

Synonyms

VERB

[WITH OBJECT]

‘for centuries meadowland with common hay 

rights was portioned out’

More example sentences Synonyms

(usually as adjective" , with "submodifier 
portioned) Serve (food) in an amount 
suitable for one person:

‘generously portioned lunches’

More example sentences

archaic Give a dowry to (a bride):

‘my parents will portion me most 

handsomely’

Origin
Middle English: from Old French porcion, from 
Latin portio(n-), from the phrase pro portione in 
proportion.

Pronunciation
portion /ˈpɔːʃ(ə)n/

11 words you perhaps didn't know 
were portmanteaus

0/10

Types of Dance

Which of the following is a type of 

dance?

turkey trot

chicken trot

NEXT

T R E N D I N G  W O R D S

archaic A person's destiny or lot:2

Divide (something) into parts and share out:1

1.1

1.2

Most popular in the world

BF1. 

translation2. 

Hindi3. 

bae4. 

India5. 
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Further reading 

5 tasty sandwich 
etymologies 

Which Joe gave his name 

to ‘sloppy joes’? We look at 

five interesting 

sandwiches and their 

lexical origins.

R E A D  M O R E

6 punctuation marks 
you might be using 

incorrectly

We take a look at several 

popular, though confusing, 

punctuation marks.

R E A D  M O R E

An A-Z of country 
name origins

From Afghanistan to 

Zimbabwe, discover 

surprising and intriguing 

language facts from 

around the globe.

R E A D  M O R E

How brothers 
became buddies and 

bros 

The definitions of ‘buddy’ 

and ‘bro’ in the OED have 

recently been revised. We 

explore their history and 

increase in popularity.

R E A D  M O R E

What is the origin of 
'steal someone's 

thunder'? 

Susie Dent explores the 

surprisingly literal story 

behind the phrase ‘to steal 

someone’s thunder’.

R E A D  M O R E
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